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1.

INTRODUCTION: DIRECT, IN SITU MEASUREMENTS OF MAGNETIC
FIELDS IN ACTIVE GALAXIES

Opti al and radio polarization studies have established that the Milky Way and many nearby
spiral galaxies have well-organized, large-s ale magneti elds (see Be k et al. 1996). The presen e
of oherent magneti elds on large s ales points to a powerful, ubiquitous pro ess whi h organizes
random motions into highly ordered stru tures. Galaxies and lusters of galaxies are likely formed
from ollisions of smaller onstituents, and then are ontinually energized by galaxy mergers, stellar
winds and supernovae. Thus, it is remarkable that the magneti elds produ ed by the resulting
ompli ated gas ows and ele tri al urrents are some of the largest organized stru tures in the
Universe.
Observations of a tive galaxies a ross many spe tral windows have revealed exoti a su h as
hot, X-ray emitting gas, relativisti ele trons, mole ular louds, and the e e ts of rapid, large-s ale
star formation. The major for es involved are gravity, pressure, and magneti eld. Observing
the rst two is relatively straightforward: we study gravity by measuring radiation and analyzing
measured velo ities, and we study pressure by measuring gas densities, temperatures, and random
(turbulent) velo ities. Su h observational studies ontinue to be vigorously pursued by many groups
and have produ ed a ri h body of urrent results.
The third major for e|the magneti eld|is not so well studied be ause it is notoriously
diÆ ult to measure. It's the eld strength that's important, be ause this spe i es the magneti
pressure. Most of our understanding of eld strengths is un ertain be ause it is inferred from
syn hrotron radiation and Faraday rotation, neither of whi h is de nitive: one needs to make a
minimum-energy argument or guess at the ele tron density. Generally, inferred eld strengths
imply magneti energy densities that are omparable to, or even ex eed, gas thermal and turbulent
pressure. This is true in many environments and size s ales: high-z galaxies (Bernet et al. 2008),
the global eld in nearby galaxies (Be k 2008), and within galaxies down to s ales of star formation
(Heiles & Crut her 2005).
The dynamo me hanism, in whi h small-s ale turbulent magneti elds are amplied and ordered by y loni motions and dierential rotation, is the preferred explanation to a ount for su h
stru tures, although dynamos are not fully understood and still fa e theoreti al problems. The
main rival is the primordial eld theory, whi h assumes that the observed magneti eld patterns
arise dire tly from a pre-gala ti magneti eld distorted by gala ti di erential rotation.
A primordial eld exists \in the beginning" be ause of an unspe i ed me hanism and, with
ux freezing, gets stronger as galaxies ondense out of the primordial soup. In ontrast, a dynamo
ampli es a \seed eld" by a ombination of ux freezing and magneti re onne tion o urring in the
onve tively-turbulent, di erentially-rotating medium of a galaxy. Seed elds an be produ ed in
a stri tly zero- eld situation, for example by the Biermann battery, or by bla k-hole dynamos that

eje t elds in extragala ti radio jets. Kulsrud (1999) is a prin ipal proponent of the primordialeld on ept and provides arguments why dynamos an't work; many other authors ounter with
elegant des riptions and modern models of fun tioning dynamos, the prin iples of whi h are well
summarized by Parker (1979, 1997). Kulsrud & Zweibel's (2008) re ent omprehensive review of
these matters presents a lear, thorough and relatively balan ed dis ussion of these matters at a
onsiderable level of detail.
While the theorists an't agree, observers an larify the situation by measuring magneti
eld strengths at high redshift. Primordial elds depend on the density and don't evolve strongly
with time, so their high-redshift strengths should be omparable to those in, say, the Milky Way.
Dynamos, however, amplify the eld bit by bit, so the eld gradually be omes stronger until
equilibrium between further eld ampli ation and dissipative destru tion is attained. Typi al
dynamo time s ales depend on size s ale: small-s ale elds form rst and they oales e to form
large-s ale elds. The interesting range of redshifts spans z  0:5 to  3 (Arshakian et al. 2008).
We an make dire t, in situ measurements of Zeeman splitting at su h redshifts. Re ent dis overies of Zeeman splitting in the 18- m lines in OH Megamasers (OHMs) that reside in Ultraluminous
Infrared Galaxies (ULIRGs; Robishaw, Quataert, & Heiles 2008) open wide new horizons for observational studies of magneti eld strengths, and even eld dire tions. Currently, we have dire t
measurements of eld strengths at redshifts ranging up to  0:3 (with high signal/noise, too!), and
as the sensitivity of radio teles opes in reases in the future the redshift range available to these
dire t measurements will naturally expand.
2.
2.1.

ZEEMAN SPLITTING IN ULIRG OH MEGAMASERS

Important Preliminary: A Little-Known Trait of OH Maser Field Dire tions

Our understanding of the relationship between small- and large-s ale magneti elds has ballooned in re ent years be ause of the detailed VLBA mapping of Zeeman splitting by Fish and
ollaborators (e.g. Fish et al. 2003). The OH maser eld strengths are typi ally several milliGauss
or more, stronger by orders of magnitude than the ambient eld in their lo al environment. This
eld ampli ation o urs be ause of ux freezing: as the gas in reases its density by orders of
magnitude in the OH masers, the eld is dragged along with it and also gets stronger.
A remarkable tenden y o urs during the evolution of an OH maser. Fish et al. (2003), with
their omprehensive survey of Gala ti OH masers and the a ompanying statisti al dis ussion,
strongly support several previous suggestions that (surprisingly enough) the eld dire tion in OH
masers usually mirrors that of the large-s ale eld in the vi inity of the masers. Thus, measuring
the dire tion of the eld in an OH maser reveals the eld dire tion not only in the maser, but also
outside and in the vi inity of the OH maser. For the Milky Way, this aids us to infer the large-s ale
magneti eld morphology. The same should be true in other gala ti environments.

2.2.

ULIRG OH Megamasers

Many ULIRGs ontain OH Megamasers (OHMs). Ultraluminous infrared galaxies (ULIRGs)
omprise a population of galaxies that emit far-infrared (FIR) radiation with energies omparable
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to those of the most luminous quasars (LFIR > 1012 L ; Pihlstrom 2005). Nearly every ULIRG
appears to have undergone a merger/intera tion and ontains massive star formation and/or an
a tive gala ti nu leus (AGN) indu ed by gravitational intera tions. OH masers are asso iated
with star formation in the Galaxy, and ULIRGS mirror this trend (Darling & Giovanelli 2002),
but with mu h larger maser linewidths. The most IR-luminous ULIRGS ontain the OHMs, whi h
is onsistent with IR pumping of the OHMs (Darling 2007). Lo (2005) presents an ex ellent
omprehensive review of these OHMs.
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Fig. 1.| Cir ular polarization and Zeeman splitting for the OH Gigamaser 12032+1707 (left) and Mega-

maser 16255+2801 (right). Top, Stokes I, with dashed Gaussian omponents as numbered in between the
two panels. Bottom, Stokes V with the dashed line t being the best Zeeman-splitting t. In both panels,
the noisy signal-free lines plot the residuals between the data and ts.

When viewed by a single dish, a ULIRG typi ally shows many dis ernible OHM omponents
on top of a mu h broader and stronger line. The broad omponent has linewidth ranging from
 100 to & 1000 km s 1; the multiple narrow omponents have linewidths  30 to several hundred
km s 1 . The broader line is probably the superposition of a large number of weak, individually
indis ernible masers that form a roughly Gaussian-shaped line via the entral limit theorem. VLBI
maps of nearby OHMs, su h as Arp 220 and III Zw 35, show that the single dish spe tra resolve
into many individual maser spots in the inner 100 p (Rovilos et al. 2003, Pihlstrom et al. 2005).
How about the magneti elds in these OHMs|are they strong, like those in the Galaxy's
OH masers? To investigate this question, we performed a small survey of 8 OHM- ontaining
ULIRGs using the Are ibo and Green Bank teles opes and found easily-dete table elds in 5 of
them (Robishaw et al. 2008). Figure 1 shows the original survey's strongest eld strength (for
12032+1707, Gaussian omponent 8) with line-of-sight eld Bjj = 17:9  0:9 mG, together with
the urrent (ongoing) large survey's strongest eld (for 16255+2802, Gaussian omponent 3) with
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total eld. Btot = 18:4  5:5 mG; we may nd stronger elds as we progress with the rest of
the survey. The eld strengths are indeed omparable to those in Gala ti OH masers, namely in
the several milliGauss range or more. Often, the elds are so strong that Stokes V, whi h reveals
Zeeman splitting, has high signal/noise and the elds are easy to measure, as in the bottom panels
of Figure 1.
Measuring magneti

elds in OHMs provides information on several distinguishable fronts:

1. OHM Zeeman splitting measures the magneti eld strength and dire tion on the small s ales
of the OHMs themselves, whi h provides information on how the star formation pro ess and
magneti for es intera t. Thus far, with our meager sample of 8, we nd rough similarity
between eld strengths in ULIRG OHMs and Gala ti OH masers. This suggests that, within
a loud that has ondensed enough to begin star formation, the lo al pro ess of massive star
formation o urs under relatively similar onditions even in galaxies with vastly di erent larges ale environments. This result has lear impli ations for the universality of star formation
in galaxies, so it is important to build up better statisti s on the magneti eld properties of
ULIRGs.
2. The maximum eld strength that an o ur in OHMs establishes the dominan e of magneti
pressure. In the Milky Way, just a few short years ago the maximum known eld strength
in OH masers was Btot  10 mG. However, Slysh & Migenes (2006) dis overed mu h higher
eld strengths, Btot  40 mG in W75 N, whi h were on rmed by Fish & Reid (2007).
11 m 3 K! Volume densities
The orresponding magneti pressures are enormous: Pmag
k  10
in OH masers annot ex eed  107 without quen hing the maser pro ess (Reid, Myers, &
Bieging 1987), so it is lear that magneti pressure vastly ex eeds thermal gas pressure.
3. OHM Zeeman splitting also tells the dire tion of the large-s ale eld in the regions where the
OHMs reside, just as in the Galaxy. Many of these intera ting ULIRG systems exhibit lumps
or rotating regions whose dynami s are a dire t result of the intera tion between two galaxies.
OHM Zeeman splittings provide the opportunity to determine the role of the magneti eld
in the intera tion and the subsequent dynami s.
For example, Figure 2 exhibits the situation for III Zw 35 as VLBI-mapped and modeled by
Pihlstrom et al. (2001). The model, shown on the left, is an in lined 40-p diameter ring
rotating at 65 km s 1 . This velo ity di eren e ex eeds the line width, as shown in the middle
panel, so velo ity reliably separates the top and bottom of the ring. The magneti eld
dire tions that we have dete ted (not shown here) reverse with velo ity, and therefore from
top to bottom|just like the velo ities. This shows that the eld lines are ir umferential
around the disk.
This ringlike morphology is not universal. In the starburst galaxy M82, Jones (2000, 2006)
nds a polar eld in the nu leus and a more normal toroidal eld in the disk, whi h suggests
either that the eld has been shaped by the gala ti wind or that it has evolved be ause of a
dynamo.
4. The left and right panels of Figure 1 reveal two fundamentally di erent types of eld stru ture.
For 12037+1707 on the left panels, the eld is strong|but only in one single maser omponent.
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 30 milliar se resolution map from the MERLIN+EVN array of III Zw 35 from
Pihlstrom et al. (2001). The left panel shows the model, whi h is an annulus in lined at 60Æ with inner
radius of 16 and 25 p rotating at 65 km s 1 . Pro les in the middle panel are the OHMs on the top and
bottom of the rotating ring. The right panel maps the OHM intensity and shows pro les in the region having
no relative Doppler shift. In this ULIRG, velo ity reliably separates the top and bottom of the ring.

Fig. 2.| Right top,

In ontrast, for 16255+2801 on the right panels, the eld permeates all maser omponents;
not all are as strong as 18:4 mG, but they are all quite strong and they all have the same
dire tion. This, in turn, is in ontrast to sour es su h as III Zw 35 (see item 3 above), where
the eld reverses a ross the assembly of broad maser lines.
5. Interpreting the large-s ale elds in terms of the large-s ale dynami s requires knowing in
whi h parts of the intera ting region the OHMs are lo ated. As we see from the example of
III Zw 35 in Figure 2, this an be gleaned to some extent from single-dish spe tra be ause the
intera ting regions often ontain large velo ity gradients, so the typi al velo ity is asso iated
with a typi al lo alized portion of the intera ting region. This works fairly well for III Zw 35
be ause the velo ity di eren es ex eed the dispersions. This is not always the ase. While
we expe t the survey information to be useful as a statisti al indi ator, the only sure way
to establish these onne tions in individual ases is with VLB maps of the OHMs and their
magneti elds, so that individual eld dete tions an be pinpointed on the map to reveal
lear, unambiguous asso iations.
6. Consider now the large-s ale global eld strength in ULIRGs. The strong syn hrotron radiation suggests the global eld to be very high, in the mG range. For example, for the observed
radio ontinuum uxes from Arp 220 and other ULIRGs, minimum energy arguments suggest hara teristi eld strengths  1 mG (e.g., Condon et al. 1991; Thompson et al. 2006),
or even more if one in ludes a proton omponent to the osmi rays. If the eld is signifi antly smaller than this, then inverse Compton losses would ex eed syn hrotron losses for
osmi -ray ele trons by a large fa tor, making it energeti ally diÆ ult to explain the observed
radio emission. On the other hand, the minimum energy estimate may not apply in ULIRGs
(Thompson et al. 2006), in whi h ase the eld ould approa h  10 mG; this is the value
obtained for equipartition between the magneti and total pressure as revealed by the gas
surfa e density, as o urs in the Galaxy.
Our urrent sample of ULIRG observations don't suggest su h high global, ambient eld
strengths. Some of our ULIRGS exhibit linear polarization, either in the ontinuum, the
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Fig. 3.| Linear polarization of IRAS 15327+2340 (Arp 220). Top, Stokes I ; middle, linearly polarized

intensity; bottom, position angle. The bottom panel also shows the tted Faraday rotation as a dashed
line whose slope was determined by tting to the points marked as diamonds. All spe tra are plotted as a
fun tion of helio entri frequen y (bottom axis ). The top panels show the opti al helio entri velo ity (top
axis ). All spe tra are smoothed by a box ar of 23 hannels.

OHM line, or both. For example, Figure 3 shows our results for Arp 220. The top panel
shows the Stokes I pro le; the two bumps are the two hyper ne omponents ommonly
known as the 1665 and 1667 MHz lines, so they ome from identi al maser spots. The middle
panel shows the linear polarization intensity, whi h peaks at about 2 mJy ( 0:2%); this is
small, but very well-dete ted.
What's really interesting is the bottom panel, whi h shows the position angle of linear polarization together with the dashed-line best t, whi h provides Rotation Measure RM  1250
radians m 2 . While this seems large, it is nevertheless mu h smaller than we anti ipate from
the mG-strength elds estimated above. Ele tron densities are  1 m 3 in the hot ionized
gas, both from observations of X-ray emission (e.g., Grimes et al. 2005) and from theoreti al
models of supernova-driven gala ti winds (e.g., Chevalier & Clegg 1985). Over a path length
 100 p in the entral portions of ULIRGs, this provides hneBjjLi  0:1 G m 3 p , or
2 . This is 60 times greater than we observe and would produ e a very
RM  80000 radian m
easily-dete ted angle hange ex eeding 100 degrees over the line width.
Our smaller-than-anti ipated RM might o ur if the magneti eld u tuates, either a ross
the fa e of the maser emitting region or along the path length to the maser in the entral
regions. The interpretation of these data is thus urrently diÆ ult. Observations of more
systems would be most helpful and may provide strong onstraints on the thermal ele tron
density or magneti eld stru ture (e.g., reversals) in the nu lei of ULIRGs.
7. The relative ontribution of star formation and AGNs to the bolometri luminosity of lo al
ULIRGs remains un ertain (Ta oni et al. 2002). We an help resolve this un ertainty by
6

determining whether the magneti eld properties of ULIRGs suspe ted to host bolometri ally
important AGNs (on the basis of, e.g., X-ray properties or IR olors) di er from those that
appear to be dominated by star formation. This would represent an extension of Darling's
(2007) on lusion that the very existen e of OHMs requires the brightest ULIRGs.

3.

INSTRUMENTATION

Current dire t, in situ measurements of magneti elds in a tive galaxies using Are ibo and the
GBT show that magneti elds are|as usual|at the ore of star formation, energeti pro esses,
and gas dynami s at s ales large and small. Future observations will push to higher redshifts, and
will need the ultimate point-sour e sensitivity. This mandates, at the present time, Are ibo, whi h
has by far the best sensitivity in the world. Ultimately we will have the Square Kilometer Array,
whi h will be required to push past z  0:7|whi h is where we should begin to see unambiguous
osmologi al evolution of eld strengths.
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